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e-book from Machine Learning Mastery, Thanks for jason brownlee for e-books. Basics of Linear Algebra for Machine Learning Experience the Mathematical Data Language of Python Statistical Methods of Machine Learning Discover How to Transform Data Into Knowledge With Python (Don't Have)
Master Machine Learning Algorithms Discover How They Work and Implement Them From Scratch Machine Learning Algorithms From Scratch With Python (Don't Have) Machine Learning Mastery with Weka Analyze Data, Develop Models and Work Through Projects (Don't Have) Machine Learning
Mastery with Python Understand Your Data , Create Accurate Models and Work Projects End-to-End Machine Learning Mastery with R Get Started, Build Accurate Models and Work Through Projects Step-by-Step Introduction to Time Series Forecasting With Python How to Prepare Data and Develop
Models to Predict the Future (Don't Have) Deep Learning With With Python Develop Deep Learning Models at Theano and TensorFlower Use Keras (Not Have) Long Short-Term Memory Network With Python Develop Prediction Models With Deep Learning (Not Have) Deep Learning for Time Series
Forecasting Predict the future with MLPs, CNNs, and LSTMs in Python (not have) Deep Learning for Natural Language Processing Developing Deep Learning Models for Natural Language in Python XGBoost With Python Gradient Boosted Trees With XGboost and scikit-learn (not having) other resouces,
other author, but same theme: 14. Statistics and Machine Learning in Python, Edouard Duchesnay 15. Deep Learning &amp; NLP Resources, Dragomir Radev\ This is a repository for notes and codes to read the book --- Jason Brownlee Master Machine Learning Algorithms You cannot perform this
action at this time. You signed in with another tab or window. Reload to update the session. You are logged out in another tab or window. Reload to update the session. We use optional third-party analytics cookies to understand how to use GitHub.com so we can build better products. Learn more. We
use optional third-party analytics cookies to understand how to use GitHub.com so we can build better products. You can always update your selection by clicking Cookie Settings at the bottom of the page. For more information, please visit our Privacy Statement. We use important cookies to perform
important website functions, such as web page. Read more Always active We use analytics cookies to understand how you use our sites so that we can make them better, for example, by using our sites. Read more My name is Nathan Fritter and I'm a data geek. I have a BS in Applied Statistics from
UCSB and was an active member of the Data Science club at UCSB. I did many projects, presented my results and was also a member of the Executive Board. Feel free to see other projects from the club as well as those that I have completed for classes. Course &amp; Data This project is inspired by
the content here. This mini-course is primarily processed with Pimas Indians Diabetes dataset from UCI Machine Learning Repository (the raw data from Jason Brownlee's github can be found here; unfortunately it doesn't look like the data is available on the UCI website due to permission restrictions).
Fortunately, this Kaggle website happened to have more information about it here. One of the parts also used Boston Housing Data, which can be found here the data have different areas of health (age, number of pregnancies the patient has had, Body Mass Index (BMI), insulin level, etc.), and in the
course we use these fields to try to predict the target variable: an indicator variable shows 0 if the patient did not end up with diabetes, and 1 if they did. As the target variable has only two results (diabetes &amp; no diabetes), this is a classification problem and the models used are tailored as such. I have
to point out that I am lucky that there was evidence of the data listed elsewhere. Domain knowledge (knowledge of data due to first-hand experience) is an important part of data analysis, so any other projects I do will make sure to do this. If anyone reading this has any additional information about the
data, please let me know. I have added in my own comments, methods and explanations of my thought process. Feel free to clone repo, make a branch, leave comments or contribute in any way you would like. Methods used This course had us dipping our feet in many different methods (models) for
classification. I added in some so well that I wanted to try out. Here are the basic models: Logistic Regression Linear Discriminant Analysis Naive Bayes decision Tree Neural Network Stochish Gradient Descent Support Vector Machine Ridge Classifier I employed some ensemble methods as well
(combinations of single base models above; more explanation here: AdaBoost Classifier Gradient Boosted Random Machine Forest Extra Classification trees Classification steps for reproduction Clone repo on your machine (instructions here, if you are not familiar) Download the package virtualenv
Provided you have done so far you must have experience with one of pip/pip3, brew or another package manager Here we will use pip3 (python3 compatible) Run the following commands: virtualenv venv This creates a virtual environment called venv Feel free to change the second word to what you
would like to call the source venv/bin/activate This turns on the virtual environment and puts you in the pip3 install-r requirement.txt Installs each python package listed in the requirements.txt file python3 pythonMiniCoursePart #.py * text * Examine code at the bottom of each part Replace # with the part
you want to run Replace text with part you want to to run E.g. spot to spot check algorithms, ensemble to do ensemble methods, etc. Conclusions When I employed the methods, I saw that similar ones (Random Forest and extra trees, Ridget Regression and SGD, etc.) achieved similar results (of course),
so I removed the lesser known. Of the simpler base models, the best performing ones were: Logistic Regression Linear Discriminant Analysis Ridge Regression All ensemble methods achieved much the same accuracy as the basic models, so I decided to choose a base model (Logistic Regression) and
an ensemble method (Random Forest). A general rule is that you want to choose the simpler model because of training time. but since this data is small and the difference in training time is negligible, I went ahead and used one of each as the final choice for the model. In real life applications, the Logistic
Regression model would be the one to go with. Contribute if you want to contribute: Create a new branch to work on (instructions here) By default the branch you will receive after cloning is master branch This is where the main changes are inserted so it should not contain any of your code unless the
changes have been agreed by all parties (which is the purpose of creating the new branch This is where you need to submit a request to push changes to the main branch) Submit changes like a pull request with all relevant information commented Reach out in some way would also be great to help
speed up the process If you contribute, I will add your name as a contributor! Iterations This is a work in progress. I initally divide everything into parts depending on the minicourse. But I will be splitting the various programs used as this is better python practice. Update: I have now divided the code into
different parts and have dedicated features to do different tasks. Let me know if there is a better way to go about things. Update 2: So I've tried added titles to each of the plots in Part 1, but a lot is not centered. If anyone knows why this is happening/would like to fix it please let me know or clone and
make a pull request. Update 3: I have exaggerated the sample/except statements intentionally, so I'll be scaling this back at some point. Has also just replaced all use of lists and dictionaries with numpy arrays (more efficient storage). Update 4: I want to add graphs and charts to illustrate the differences
between the methods used later. Sources Quoted These are my self-learning ML practice projects using Python (sklearn) following the instruction of Machine Learning Mastery with Python BY Jason Brownlee. Gnerally there are two parts in this repository. The first is primarily about ML basics such as
loading file and describing data. In this README file, basics exercises are on Pima Indians debut diabetes dataset. The second part is about three ML projects on a well-known dataset using the basic knowledge of part one. The details can be found using the links below. Getting started with Basic
Overall, when it gets a new ML project, the workflow can be as follows: Define the Problem Check the Problem, and blur the problem, and explain the project's goals. Summarize data Use descriptive statistics and visualization techniques to gain an understanding of data. Descriptive statistical data
dimension type, attribute functions (count, average, std, min/max, percentiles), class categories, correlations between attributes, bias of univariate distributions Visualization univariate plots (histograms, density plot, boxplot), multivariate plots (correlation matrix plot, scatter plot matrix) Data processing
[Incomplete] Transformation The reason for processing data is that different algorithms make different assumptions about data that require different transformation. Here are some common treatment techniques: Rescaling To limit varying attributes, there are between 0 and 1. Useful for weight-input
regression/neural networks and kNN. Standardization To transform attributes with a Gaussian distribution into a Gaussian standard distribution (0 average and 1 std). Useful for linear/logistic regression and LDA Normalization To recalculate each observation (row) to have a length of 1 (called a unit norm
or a vector with the length of 1 in linear algebra). Useful for sparse data sets with varying attribute weights, neural networks with weight input, and kNN binarization For transforming data using a binary threshold. (1 above the threshold and 0 for sub-threshold) Feature selection Irrelevant or partially
relevant features can have a negative impact on the model's performance, such as the performance of the model. The choice of features is to select the features that contribute most to the prediction variable or output that you're interested in. It can help reduce overfiting, improve accuracy, reduce training
time. Here are some common processing techniques: Statistical test selection with chi-2 To select the features that have the strongest ratio to the Recursive Feature Elimination (RFE) output variable If you want to remove attributes recursively and build a model on the attributes that remain. Principal
Component Analysis (PCA) A kind of data reduction technique. It uses linear algebra to transform the dataset into a compressed shape and selects the number of dimensions or main components of the transformed result. Feature meaning If you want to use bagging trees such as Random Forest and
extra trees to assess the importance of features. Algorithm evaluation Separate train/test data sets (Resampling) In most cases, k-fold cross validation technique (e.g. k = 3, 5 or 10) will be used to estimate algorithm performance with less Initially, the dataset is divided into k-parts. Then the algorithm
algorithm on the k-1 fold with a held back and tested on the held back fold. Repeatedly, each fold of the dataset will get a chance to be the held back test set. After all these, you can summarize using the average and std of such k different results. Performance metrics The choice of metrics affects how the
efficiency of ML algorithms is measured and compared, as it represents how you weight the meaning of different properties in the output results and the final choice of which algorithm to choose. For Classification Problem Classification Accuracy Accuracy Accuracy is the ratio between the number of
correct predictions and the number of all predictions. Only suitable for equal numbers obsevations in each class, and all prediction and prediction errors are equally important. Logorithmic Loss Logorithmic Loss is to evaluate predictions of probabilities of membership to a given class. Corrected or
erroneous prediction errors will be rewarded/punished proportionally with the prediction comfidence. Less logloss is better with 0 for a perfect logloss. Area Under ROC Curve (AUC) AUC is used to evaluate binary classification problem, representing a model's ability to distinguish between positive and
negative classes. (1 for perfect prediction. 0.5 for virtually random.) ROC can be divided into sensitivity (true positive rate) and specificity (true negative rate) Confusion Matrix Confusion Matrix is representation of the models' classes accuracy. In general, most of the predictions fall on the diagonal line of
the matrix. Classification report A scikit-learn lib provided classification report, including precision, recall and F1 score. For Regression Problem Mean Absolute Error (MAE) L1-norm MAE is the sum of the absolute differences between predictions and actual values. Mean Squared Error (MSE) L2-norm
MSE is the sum of the square root of the average squared error R^2 R^2 is an indication of the goodness of the fit of a set of predictions to the actual values between 0 (non-fit) and 1 (perfiect fit). Statistically, it's called the coefficient of determination Spot-Control Algorithm Spot-Checking is a way to detect
which algs are doing well on the ML problem. Since we don't know which algs will work best on our datasets, we can make a guess and further dig deeper. Here are some common algs: Classification Logistic Regression (Linear) Linear Discriminant Analysis (Linear) k-Nearest Neighbors (non-linear)
Naïve Bayes (Non-Linear) Classification and Regression (Non-Linear) Support Vector Machine (Non-Linear) Regression Linear Regression Linear Regres (Linear) Ridge Regression (Linear) LASSO Linear Regression (Linear) Elastic Net Regression (Linear) Naïve Bayes (Non-Linear) Classification and
Regression (Non-Linear) Support Vector Machine (Non-Linear) Improve Results Ensemble learning helps improve machine learning results by multiple models. This approach makes it possible to create better predictive performance compared to a single model. Sack sacks try to execute similar students
on small samples and then take an average of all the predictions. Boosting Boosting is an iterative technique that adjusts the weight of an observation based on the last classification. If an observation was misclassified, it tries to increase the weight of this observation and vice versa. Boosting in general
reduces bias errors and builds strong predictive models. However, they can sometimes be over based on the training data. Stacking Here we use a student to combine the output of different students. This can lead to decreases in either bias or variance errors depending on the combining learner we use.
Params Tuning Algs tuning is the last step in AML before you complete the model. In scikit-learn, there are two simple methods of params tuning: Grid Search Param Tuning Methodically build and evaluate a model for each combination of algorithm parameters specified in a grid Random Search Param
Tuning Sample algorithm parameters from a random distribution (i.e. uniform) for a fixed number of iterations. A model is designed and evaluated for each combination of selected parameters. Presenting results The last part includes: Predictions about validation data sets Create stand-alone model on the
entire Save Model training set for later use Recognizes Page 2 You cannot perform this action at this time. You signed in with another tab or window. Reload to update the session. You are logged out in another tab or window. Reload to update the session. Session.
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